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Provides ADO-like access to Visual
FoxPro record sets from FoxPro

applications. This utility helps you
write Visual FoxPro programs that

access DataSet records, cursors,
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forms, and objects. It provides the
following. DATA-RELATED

FEATURES • DataSet Functionality.
Provides the ability to change Visual
FoxPro cursors to ADO record sets.

• Filter. Allows you to filter the
records in a Visual FoxPro Dataset. •
Pass-Through. Allows you to query a
data set that has its current filter set
to include all records. • Sort. Allows

you to sort a data set into a more
familiar ADO mode. MESSAGE-
RELATED FEATURES • Add a
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Message to the Visual FoxPro
Output Log. • Print a complete list of
messages in Visual FoxPro. • Write

Debug Messages to the Visual
FoxPro output log. • Verify Network

Connection. Verifies the network
connection for COM events. • Trace
Message Log. Traces all messages to

the Visual FoxPro Output Log. •
Trace Event Log. Traces the steps in

the execution of the event loop in
Visual FoxPro. • Translate FoxPro

Data to ADO Types. Provides a
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mechanism to convert FoxPro data
types to ADO.

TOOLBOX/CONTROLS • Set and
Clear Current Filter. Sets the current

filter value in a Dataset. • Set and
Clear Output File. Defines the output

file for Visual FoxPro. • Stop and
Start COM Events. Stops the

execution of the event loop and
executes all remaining events. It is
recommended that you install this
utility for use in a separate Visual

FoxPro DLL. Some additional
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documentation is available online at:
Use this download to try out the
VFPCOM Utility. There's much
more to the utility than what is

described here and a full description
is on MSDN. Microsoft VFPCOM

Utility Download: Download an
extract in to your working directory

and install to use the utility.
Microsoft VFPCOM Utility

Download: Microsoft.vfp.dll file
(Microsoft VFPCOM Utility.dll): A:
This is the module that provides the
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VFP COM (COMservice?)
functionality that you're seeking: In

order to use
Microsoft VFPCOM Utility Free [Latest]

The Microsoft VFPCOM utility
takes advantage of the new COM

object features introduced in Visual
FoxPro 5.0. It allows Visual FoxPro
applications to execute COM server
functions that are exposed by Visual
FoxPro objects. These functions are
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either exposed by the Visual FoxPro
objects using the Events API, or by

extensions of the Visual FoxPro
object. Visual FoxPro extensions
using VFPADDADODLL.dll can
pass any parameters required to
perform the COM function, by
passing them in the ProcProc

method. You can build add-ons that
allow you to extend the functionality
of a Visual FoxPro application. Such
add-ons are created by developing a

VFPOLECOM* Add-In
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(VFPADIAcceptance.olcx). If you
want to update your add-on you need

to remove and reload the Visual
FoxPro add-in then create a new

VFPOLECOM* Add-In. This also
requires a change in the

VFPOPERSCOM* Add-In with a
link to your VFPOLECOM* Add-In.
Visual FoxPro Extensions with COM

Events Visual FoxPro provides a
special type of add-in called Visual
FoxPro extensions. Visual FoxPro

extensions are written in Visual
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FoxPro and VFPADDADODLL.dll.
Visual FoxPro extensions can utilize

COM events.
VFPADDADODLL.dll has a registry

key that controls whether a Visual
FoxPro extension can use a COM
event. The registry key is located

under the Visual FoxPro key [HKL
M\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\VisualFo
xPro\Bin]. The value of the registry

key is Visual FoxPro Extension
Type. The default value for this key

is 0 (true) and can be changed to
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allow or disallow a Visual FoxPro
extension to use COM events. If you
have a Visual FoxPro extension that
you want to use a COM event you

need to change the default value to 1
(false). This project is a

demonstration of the built-in COM
events. The VFPADODLL project is
a Visual FoxPro extension that uses
an ADO recordset to simulate the
COM event. As a user, you do not
need to change the registry key to
use COM events. However, if you
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make modifications to the Visual
FoxPro object itself, then you also

have to make corresponding changes
in the VFPADDADODLL.dll add-in
to accommodate the changes to the

6a5afdab4c
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Overview This VFPCOM utility is a
COM server that exposes COM
methods to extend Visual FoxPro
(VFP) applications. VFPCOM allows
VFP developers to bind Visual
FoxPro code to exposed COM events
and to change the way Visual FoxPro
cursors are handled to look like ADO
cursors. VFPCOM is a COM server
in the sense that it has methods and
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properties that you can use to extend
it. It does not expose any objects in
the Windows API. Instead, its
methods and properties take
advantage of Visual FoxPro's native
windowing system and other
extensions to the base COM library.
VFPCOM is intended for use by
people who want to bind Visual
FoxPro code to events exposed by
COM objects. For example, you can
use the method AddObject(Class,
Object) to bind VFP code to the
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ADO Database Navigator (DBA)
event. For more information, see the
section "VFPCOM Utility" in
Chapter 8, "Running and Controlling
Applets." Overview of VFPCOM
Utility This sample shows the
primary methods of the class. You
use these methods to extend the
functionality of an ADO database
navigation session or a Visual
FoxPro application. Here is a brief
description of each method.
AddObject The AddObject method
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can be used to add an object, such as
an ADO recordset, to the current
class. For example, to create a
recordset that represents the table
"People" in the AdventureWorks
database, you can use the following
VFP code: Current.AddObject(class
"ADODB.Recordset",
CreateNewADODBRecordSet(
"People" )) This statement creates an
ADO recordset that has the table
"People" in the AdventureWorks
database as its Data Source.
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AddObjectParameters The
AddObjectParameters method can
be used to modify the parameters
used when an object is added to the
current class. For example, you can
modify the name of an object that
you created with the AddObject
method. To change the name of the
people object that was created in the
sample code above, you can use the
following VFP code:
Current.AddObjectParameters(
"People", false, "Recordset",
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"Name", "Mary" ) RemoveObject
The RemoveObject method deletes
an object from the current class. For
example, to remove the recordset
that was created in the sample above,
What's New In Microsoft VFPCOM Utility?

This utility is one of VFP IDE's
utilities. It allows you to connect to
Microsoft Access databases,
Microsoft Excel worksheets, and
Microsoft Publisher templates. In
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short, VFPCOM is a 'bridge' to allow
Visual FoxPro to interoperate with
Microsoft Office objects. This utility
enables you to make use of the
following functions provided by
COM objects: - Microsoft Access -
Microsoft Excel - Microsoft
Publisher - Microsoft Hypercard
Once installed, you can connect to
database tables in Microsoft Access
or Microsoft Excel, or to Microsoft
Publisher documents. You can also
change the Visual FoxPro cursor to a
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COM object, or launch a Visual
FoxPro script on event occurring in
an COM object. For example, you
could monitor Microsoft Access
database tables by connecting to the
database table on event of INSERT
or UPDATE, and change the Visual
FoxPro cursor to an active row
recordset. The following features can
be extended with the VFPCOM
utility (as long as you have Microsoft
Office installed on your system): -
Use Microsoft Access tables - Use
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Microsoft Excel worksheets - Use
Microsoft Publisher documents -
Execute Visual FoxPro scripts when
a Microsoft Access, Excel, Publisher
document, or Hypercard 'click' event
occurs - Customize Visual FoxPro
cursors to look like Microsoft Access
database tables, Microsoft Excel
worksheets, or Microsoft Publisher
documents Download VFPCOM
Utility Free Download: The
Microsoft VFPCOM utility is
available to you for free download at:
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Microsoft's HomePage The page you
link to is only a link back to
Microsoft's page where you can
download VFPCOM for free.
Microsoft VFPCOM Utility Version
4.8 Size: 200 KB Date: 2002-01-22
From: Microsoft Corporation About
Microsoft VFPCOM Utility
--------------------- The Microsoft
VFPCOM utility is provided to you
free of charge to work with
Microsoft Office objects from
Visual FoxPro. Some of the main
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features include: 1. Use Microsoft
Access tables 2. Use Microsoft Excel
worksheets 3. Use Microsoft
Publisher documents 4. Execute
Visual FoxPro scripts when a
Microsoft Access, Excel, Publisher
document, or Hypercard 'click' event
occurs Customize Visual FoxPro
cursors to look like Microsoft Access
database tables, Microsoft Excel
worksheets, or Microsoft Publisher
documents 5. Change Visual FoxPro
cursors to LOOK like Microsoft
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Access database tables
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 /
Windows Vista SP1 / Windows 7
SP1 Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.4
GHz / AMD Athlon XP 2400+
Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GS / ATI
X1950 XT DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 6 GB available space
Additional Notes: Processor: Intel
Pentium 4 3.
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